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If you are absent from 

class, what is the FIRST 

thing you should do?

Link

http://moodybiology.weebly.com/
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What is homeostasis?

 Let’s ask an expert!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RLnlXNlfdk&feature=share
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Cell Membrane

 Substances move in and out of the cell in 

order for the cell to function properly and 

maintain homeostasis.

 Homeostasis

 Homeostasis -- the ability of an organism to 

maintain a constant internal balance even 

when the conditions around it change.

 Which organelle in the cell is responsible for 

maintaining homeostasis?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJ8WXpsUXYQ
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Cell (plasma) membrane

 Cells need an inside & an outside…

 separate cell from its environment 

cell membrane is the boundary
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Semi-permeable membrane

 Cell membrane controls what gets in or out

 Need to allow some materials — but not all 
— to pass through the membrane 

 semi-permeable
 only some material can get in or out

aa H2Osugar lipids salt waste

So what needs to get across the membrane?

O2
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Molecules move from high to low

 Diffusion

 move from HIGH to LOW concentration

 EXAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1J8KFmoylEs
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Concentration???

 Think of it as how crowded something 

is…

 Which is more concentrated?  WHY?
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Osmosis
Movement of Water Across 

Cell Membrane
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Osmosis

 Water is very important, so we talk about 

water separately

 Osmosis

 diffusion of water from HIGH concentration 

of water to LOW concentration of water

 across a semi-permeable membrane
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Keeping water balance

 Cell survival depends on balancing 

water uptake & water loss

freshwater balanced saltwater
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Keeping right amount of water in cell

 Hypotonic

 high concentration of water 
around cell

 Which means water moves into
the cell and the cell swells

 Example

 a cell in fresh water

freshwater

No problem,
here 

KABOOM!
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Keeping right amount of water in cell

 Hypertonic Solution

 low concentration of water 
around cell

 Which means water moves 
out of the cell and the Cell 
Shrinks

 Example
 Cells in salt water

saltwater

I will
survive!

I’m shrinking,
I’m shrinking!
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Keeping right amount of water in cell

 Isotonic Solutions

 no difference in 
concentration of water 
between cell & environment

 No change in the size of 
cell

 See these solutions in 
action

balanced

I could
be better… 

That’s
better!
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http://www.glencoe.com/sites/common_assets/science/virtual_labs/LS03/LS03.html
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